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STEPWELLS COSMOLOGY OF SUBTERRANEAN
ARCHITECTURE AS SEEN IN ADALAJ

By Shuichi Takezawa,
Professor, Touhoku Bunka Gakuen University

❖Looking down from ground level towards the holy well

The step well can be considered to originate from the need to ensure
water during the period of drought, and in the deep relationship of
faith in the Water God as conspicuous even in the Vedas of around
1000 BC. If we retrospect further, its genesis may be pursued to the
Indus civilization of around 2500BC.As is seen in the remains of
Lothal or Dholavira (meaning white well), this civilization spread to
Gujarat etc in India, not remaining contained within the present
territory of Pakistan. To understand the step well, adding to the
environmental conditions, considering it within the cultural tradition
of a religious belief towards water is necessary. When touring the
sites in actuality, many of the step wells were built on land under
Islam. Even under subjugation, the tradition of step well building of
Hindu origin continued.
Adalaj is a little village near Ahmedabad, the center of the state of
Gujarat. Formally, the well here is named Ruda Vav, after its owner, a
Hindu queen. It was constructed in the beginning of the 16th century.
The most numerous of step wells are simply rectilinear in plan.
Within them, the step well at Adalaj has a cruciform plan. Steps from
the east, south and west lead down to meet at the landing, from
where the form faces northwards towards the well, steps leading
further down to it. The overlap of the cruciform is the landing, a
square, but stone beams stretching at 45 ゜ across its four corners cuts
the sky out in an octagon. The building material of sandstone is
bestowed with dense ornament.
Having descended the steps from the south, one crosses the axis
formed by the steps descending from the east and the west, and
continues downwards. Likewise, one descending stairs in the east
turns right and one coming down from steps in the west turns left.
Eventually, whichever stairs one climbs down from, man becomes
conscious of all the four basic directions at the ground level and
continues to physically experience them as he arrives at the bottom of
the earth. Already the spatial experience begins to comprehend the
world above the ground and that below it, binding them together
with a cosmological meaning.
Climbing down facing the well in the interior, a continuous change of
scene unfolds. Curbing the inward fall of the walls on both sides are
beams stretching across, supported by columns standing between the
steps. In the passage space they create a three-dimensional lattice,
with the stone floor slabs running across and interrupting light. They
create a rhythm of light and shade. Each step of the stairs climbing
down strikes the rhythm of walking. This transmits through the
entire underground, and along with the rhythm of light and shade,
reverberates and spreads.

❖From the bottom of the Earth looking at the bottom of the Sky

Upon arrival at the bottom, a square stepped floor descends like a
funnel to the bottom-most plane, which is cut out into a circular well.
Column and beam, wall and arched openings wind around the
square stepped floor, forming a backdrop. The upper part of the well
is a vertical space open to the sky. At the four corners of the square
are stone beams stretching at 45 ゜, forming an octagonal cut out
tubular space. This framed construction continues across four strata,
from top to bottom.
At the apex of the octagon are large column heads, which mediate
between two adjacent surfaces to form a third surface. Looking up
from the bottom of the ground to the level above ground, at the topmost strata of this deep vertical space, is visible the column heads,
including which form a 16-sided polygon that is visually close to a
circle. Due to this circle, within the gloom the azure blue sky is cut out
with lucidity, a white cloud floating across once in a while. Here is the
axis binding the underground and the sky, taking upon itself the
meaning of a cosmic axis. Water lying dormant inside the earth, the
Earth and water become one, and from here stretches the axis to the
sky to build a cosmology of the universe.
(English text translated by Vasanti Menon Nii)
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